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Preface:

This book aims to provide a window,
an opportunity to divulge
some of the values we hold dear;

a review to ensure we are facing
our true feelings of worth,
especially in those areas of value
often overlooked in a volatile
and ruthless 21st century style terrain.

Make no mistake
this is a challenging exercise
to enable a new look at who  are.
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Introduction
To embrace this little book
of peace versus war
is to look beyond the normal
everyday hum drum
to those areas more pressing
and challenging.

To address within oneself
the values and ideas,
beliefs and understanding
that have merit and worth
in defining who we are
as an individual
within the society, community,
family and country,
in which we live and relate each day.

Nothing changes
unless we are capable and adequate
to uphold those values of our own lives
and in that have a purposeful existence
embracing who we are confidently, responsibly
and with integrity – worth by another name.
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Value who you are

Don’t go off and fear your life.
Don’t go feeling threatened
or too despaired.

Keep your own lives in check.
Keep the value of who you are to you
alive and well
by valuing each step taken so far.

or this message

loud and clear
is all of value when you,
in your life no longer fear.

Embrace your hindsight learning,
scores of wisdom and perpetual proof
to live a life consciously as purity on Earth.
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God prefers Peace

Man prefers War
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Man prefers Love

when War ceases
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God prefers

Man defers
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ecide what?

ide who?

For what reason -

 I ask of YOU?
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Bring out the best
of what …

Who decided?
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od is an instrument

     of whose orchestra …

ou are a violin

     play accordingly.
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There goes man

            What for?

Whose end?
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Simply wonderful

nuclear

or

beauty magnified?
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ake it easy

     God is on the decline.

here does that lead you

     down on the ground?
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ring to Me

what you value …

and if it is not you -

love is what you miss.

p to you -

the divine inside
to bless or dismiss.
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ike what I say …

then you too
are in and part of that
every day.
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ake My hand

 give yourself a lead
 and I will guide
 when and where
 I then feed.
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ake life benefit good …

  and I will grant
  the peace required
  to move mountains
  in order
  you can forward tread.
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imply be you

    and I will give
    grace and speed
    to undertake
    a disgrace-less path ahead.

ead not by greed

    but perpetual love
    and in us to spread.
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speaks about,
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Just Us

Is that justice

or selfih pride?
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od

walks and talks.

hat do you

      walk and talk
      of worth?
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ow to walk

in the footsteps
of the divine …

speak
only your truth
no other.
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ow do you walk

           each day ...

      gradually

      or
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any speak about life.

ut from which source …

  God the divine
  within our mind

  or follow
  propaganda speak?
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an I believe

     You are in mind

      or

        from within a mind –
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So sorry
and sad to hear
life lost …

nuclear I fear.
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Listen … God is near
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on’t despair

            God is near.

    What year?

ot this it appears.

            Disaster endless.

ot a good way

            to defend God’s own,
            humanity and Earth divine.
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Walk and talk
      with the devil
      in mind …

      conscience blown
      and so will Earth
      and man explode.
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ake yourself in hand.

o one else

            can be you.

So why let them?
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o be an angel.

ive out your life

          above rot.

ot live in -

          strife ridden environments
          and toxic, polluted sights.
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Protect, preserve and value
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od’s voice

           in the milieu of life.

ot

           in the disastrous events -

           harming you, and
planet Earth.
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apture the beauty

lose the despair,

open up …

breathe life
not hot air.
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So sorry
life over.

Too bad …
    no more to be

shed and led.

Chance gone …
silly,
stupid-head.
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orgot your birth task?

orgot to ask?

Well, off you go
         to where …?

uess,

          as good as any.

don’t think so!
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You march
and crap on.

Pity you don’t sit,
crap and reflect.

Less harm.

More chance to correct,
what in your past

you chose to deflect.
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on’t go rambling on.

on’t go repeating

old, worn out songs.

ray

I don’t think so!

enuflect

out of this war zone.

ore

life sacred.

How do you fare?

Or is it a definite no go zone?
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How do you fare
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ife is…

    as good as it gets.

ou satisfied?

r require

    another go at it?
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y life and your life -

  are they the same,

 or

  what do they have,
  if in common?

ot, surely not,

  wounded and complain.
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an you deliver

a better state
within your life?

r …

is it all being directed
by a State politically -

and what for you
is your gain?
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Complicated life style.

Complicated life.

Complicated and confused.

Why is it not
your life to choose?
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y heart went out

  but to whom and why?

  work on your values
  then a heart to share
  comes from your head,
  that of a mind divine?
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an you remember …

the last time we walked, talked
and spoke in action
what direction I would take,

that of my inner guidance
God does indicate …

appropriately, adequately,
so life is understood,
valued, and enjoyed?
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ife changed

    when I grew up.

hat height,

level, or degree
I am unsure -

as He inside
did not
necessarily agree.

ence the confusion

and life’s end.
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Take care

God is in the air.
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Make the time

Time is not on a clock

but in and within
a mind clock mechanism.

You make, break

or injure your life -

no other
but your life clock
has no end date.
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Life is precious
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ou walk with

divinely inspired action.

arm may come

but to you,
your heart is clear,
clean and pristine.

hey who damage

your word -

will perpetually,
generations to come,
shame no one
but to and for themselves
to face disgrace.
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ook and see
but of what
is the question
to be owned or denied?

hat then…

life embraced
or left unattended?

hat then…

in the end?
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hat now

for you this day?

hat now

of a future - shame or dismay?

hy unsettled

dilemma wise…

no courage previously
to combat the ugliness
you and for too
the world denied?

hame on you,

them and others wise
not to have stood at the gates.

ow in hell - you are to forever reside.
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Choice was yours to decide
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Sanctity or safety
yours the dice,
game, or play.

What you are to decide
comes to an end
if that reply is to deny…

that obvious evidence
here and now
both you and I espy.
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ake believe

  a childhood game.
  shows how far
  you have come -
  in terms of denial.

hat form of game

  do you enjoy -

  disastrous events,
  or safety, peace
  and calmly enjoy?

hat style ahead

  nuclear alive and well?

Well, I guess regardless,
 damnation and hell.
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atisfied!

ell, that is

  an excellent choice.

ow did you partake

  to dispel this anxious,
  greed-encased
  one percent
  diabolical disgrace …

  enjoy the wealth state,
  or
  lost out
  neither pension
  or health safe?
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ou thought out 

in the end?

ow your life is to span out,

or more of who you are
and hence become?

r more toward

a heaven not hell,
or ‘all in one’?

ounds like a master stroke

but God unfortunately
is not into golf of late.
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od spoke.

I heard Him say,
yes a ‘him’ I know
but let’s face it, man depletes.

So hence this message
but far from over, incomplete.

Lift your game score
you’re out of sorts.
Reflect on a conscience
for the latest, disastrous reports.

it said.

But sadly, He has yet
to be choosing another as before …

As previously the gods did score
because they used manipulation,
strangulation
and all those various torturous
games of war.
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You said, if I came and shed a tear
You would listen
as I did plead You before -
act out on men of war,
act out on political party players
now over-scored.

You acted on men before
to alter our conscious understanding
of hell on earth, as is war.

But this nuclear fission stuff
is killing -
even that of those to whom are born,
even upon the unborn -
disfigurement for years and years,
millions apparently.

Are You then able to witness them then?

Whatever the outcome -
forgiveness acts, are gone I guess.

So, if this is so, is hell the best by far,
or something far worse - no
consciously, consciousness of thought?
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What of them then on Earth –
      naught?
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Keep it simple.

Keep it slick.

Then what do they say
of the latter …

‘led by your dick’.
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Keep awake.

Keep asleep.

Keep a diary
that will help you sleep.

Soundly simply at first.

Then be asking -
which route
to walk that task.
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he climate change

within oneself -

whether or not
I’m able to cope
with those climatic phases
changing in my life.

od, powerfully expressed

in nature’s violent beauty
unrest;

where do I, that little speck,
fit into

    a dynamically relevant
change as for this …

the unknown weather
expected ahead?
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ant to be honest

  and enjoy your birthright?

top

the value-less thoughts
and own all that good
you did store
but ignored outright.
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Value not …
who you are supposed
but who inside,
waits to be exposed.

Value not …
that which another
declares of you
but who you are,
in truth to you.
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Love is not the answer
if you unjustly declare
and complain;

for that is not of love
but of a fruitless exercise
and too, futile domain.
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Ask not …
of what the country
can do for you

but …
of who you are and owe
to that country,
community and family
by valuing your life and you.
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ome

to the water and drink.

o problem for those

who choose that route.

ut for them of another cause

prefer testing that water’s source -

responsibility and preservation
is their honourable course.
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Don’t like the country.
Don’t like their cause.

Obviously ugly -
what is the driver
surely not
by human source?

So who is responsible -
those on that land
country’s domain,
politically, socially
home-wise too?

You there, are responsible,
no other force but of you.
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ome

to the water’s edge of life.

rink not of a past,

laced by vice
but follow a stream,
a trickle, or drop.

ar better than

a corrupt and vicious lot.
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Inequality, corruption

and loss of life
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ou thought safety

and got instead
the foul end of a life -

inequality, corruption
and loss of life.

hat next -

a disease?

Is it of a mind

virulent and subjugated
by political unrest
and invested off-shore
like the corporate
and financial elite
brigade at best?
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Why
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So sorry for your death.

What is it that they say?

Collateral -

could not be helped
day after day.
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lanted, destroyed

and planted again.

ver what …

ill-advised decisions,
greed driven?

egardless -

human life readily, easily
and simply discarded.
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avour who or whom?

atters not correct vocabulary.

ore importantly -

what is done
and in what effect
corrupt-led.

Who then do we rely -

  propaganda’s defect?
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hatter not

the value of a soul
for that eternal spark
resides in us all.

o what are we to do

as a community, socially
and politically too?

Go home and sort out

your behaviour misplaced.

hen look again

at who is important
and protect them.
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adly, sadly I am on a roll.

opefully not one

to investigate,
propagate, destroy,
as not an activist -
because then
little or no dissent.

etter a terrorist -

lock up no key
useless lot
privately owned
disposed of - no hope.

inancially beneficial

to stay unaware of others
but remain locked up.
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You sought to understand
the reason why
I had to be called
a terrorist.

o no further

incriminating evidence
by dissent;

when in fact
human rights were involved,
even legally the constitution
was being over-ruled.
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You thought a crime,
a criminality -
to rob the poor
to inflate the wealthy few;

but in fact
you allowed you
to be bought
and you alone - forgot to sue.
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ust you and only you

My beloved soul on Earth.

 left but a short time

and in that fleeting second
you chose the devil in you.

ot Me,

the favourable place in you
to be further pursued.
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ome to your end

and ask now …

hat of your life

is truly honourable
to love, own and leave

as worthy of you?
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What of your life

    is worthy of  you
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Grant tomorrow
will be a better day.

So how will that pan out
from now?
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God bless
the day you were born.

Do nothing else
and you will have earned
your worth on Earth.
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